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Lithium metal for x-ray refractive optics
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Lithium metal is the best material for refractive lenses that must focus x-rays with energies below
15 keV, but to date no lens from Li has been reported. This letter demonstrates focusing of 10 keV
x-rays with a one-dimensional sawtooth lens made from Li. The lens’ theoretical gain is 4.5, with
manufacturing imperfections likely responsible for the threefold gain that is observed. Despite the
Li reactivity the lens is stable over months of operation if kept under vacuum. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1425068#
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A recent reevaluation1 of x-ray refraction for focusing
synchrotron x-ray sources suggested using a single
made from high density materials such as gold or tungs
Such refractive lenses2 became real through the compoun
refractive lens~CRL! concept,N;100 lenses in series. The
the single lens’ excessive focal lengthf ;100 m reduces to a
more usefulf /N;1 m. The first CRL3 focused in one di-
mension by means of an array of small holes drilled in a
minum. Since then several low atomic number mater
have been used to make CRLs of various types. To date
lenses that perform closest to theoretical expectations
aluminum4 or silicon,5 because their fabrication techniqu
are very well established. Good lenses from plastics are
ready commercially available.6 The theoretically excellen
performance of Be lenses is not yet achieved in practice,
due to intrinsic scattering or/and difficulties i
manufacturing.7

This letter shows focusing of 10 keV photons8 with a
refractive x-ray lens made from Li. Lithium is attractive b
cause it gives x-rays the largest phase shift per attenua
length. This figure of merit9 for refractive lens materials is
d/b, or its various equivalents. Hered is the refractive index
decrement in the well-known10 index of refractionn(k)51
2d2 ib for x-rays with wave vectork52p/l, while b
51/(2l auku) is the attenuation~of the amplitude, per radian
l a is the usual attenuation length for the intensity!.

Lithium is not yet common in x-ray research, in pa
because of lack of familiarity and because it needs spe
handling and safety measures. Although Li burns in wa
and corrodes rapidly in humid air, it is stable when the ai
dry enough~tens of ppm!, and in dry argon or another ine
environment. In such Li-friendly circumstances Li is easy
shape as required for a lens.

a!Electronic mail: pereira@speakeasy.org
4080003-6951/2001/79(25)/4085/3/$18.00
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Lithium lenses can even be handled for some time
normal, humid air if they are covered after manufacture w
a submicron coating of parylene.11 Parylene 0.3mm thick
protects Li for many minutes, long enough to transfer t
lens from a dry transportation container to another protec
environment wherein the Li will be exposed to the x-ray
The lens here operates inside a 125 mm long vacuum c
that has two 125mm thick and 19 mm diameter beryllium
windows for the x-ray beam. It is kept under;100 mPa
pressure with an ion pump. Under these conditions the len
stable: after one month in operation the lens still focuses
before.

For manufacturing ease this Li lens uses Cederstrom12

sawtooth or alligator geometry: the lens looks like two ja
with many small teeth. Figure 1 shows 30 of the 80 Li tee
in one such jaw, photographed from the top. The teeth are
mm wide, 1.5 mm apart, and 0.75 mm high, with a too
angle of 90°. The teeth are held rigidly in a brass mo
whose edge is visible on the top left and bottom right. T
teeth are nice and straight, but they are not perfectly sh
The image shows one dark stripe betraying contaminatio
the Li surface in the center parallel to the jaw, and simi
contamination close to the brass holders.

The focusing tests are performed with 10 keV x-ra
from the double crystal monochromator on the 7ID undula
beamline of the Advanced Photon Source, operated by
University of Michigan, Howard University, Lucen
Technologies-Bell Labs Collaborative Access Tea
~MHATT-CAT !. For ease of alignment, the test uses only

FIG. 1. Closeup of teeth in Li lens.
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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single jaw, with the focusing dimension horizontal. The me
sured gain would double by using a second jaw collect
the second half of the beam. The horizontal source size is
mm FWHM. A white beam slit 26.5 m from the source co
limates the beam to 1 mm horizontally and 0.5 mm ve
cally.

The lens is 49.2 m from the source. A second slit 75 m
upstream of the lens limits the beam to 0.7 mm, less than
0.75 mm high teeth in the single jaw under test. The aper
ing avoids blurring of the focus from x-rays beyond the pa
bolic approximation valid12 for the alligator lens. The fo-
cused x-rays create visible fluorescence in a 0.5 mm th
YAG:Ce-doped single crystal located 8.5 m behind the
lens. The fluorescence is imaged 1:1 onto ak-Space
Qmax650 CCD camera. The measurement is linear in x
intensity: its resolution is 19.5mm or about 3 pixels FWHM.

Figure 2 is a horizontal cross section through the origi
beam ~dashed! and the focused beam~solid!. The original
beam is a 0.82 mm wide projection of the 0.7 mm slit on
scintillator 8.5 m downstream. The focused beam’s cente
shifted 0.5 mm, corresponding to an average deflection by
teeth ~each 90° top-angle tooth deflects over an angled,
whered51026).13 The FWHM is 0.18 mm, 40mm more
than the 0.14 mm FWHM expected from theM55.8 demag-
nification of the 0.8 mm wide source 49.2 m away.

For a top-hat initial beam, the average x-ray transm
sion through the Li isT50.74. The theoretical gainG
5MT is then 4.5. From Fig. 2 the actual gain is 3. T
reduction in gain is roughly consistent with the 40% larg
size of the focal spot. Both lower gain and larger focal s
probably reflect imperfections in the lens teeth. The teeth
Fig. 1 line up well and they are straight, but also sligh
rounded at the top. However, rounding affects only a sm
portion of the beam, and can be ignored.

The dominant problem seems to be small angle sca
ing, most likely from surface roughness. The surface qua
of the Li teeth is comparable to that of the die surface. T
fabrication process for this die, conventional machini
without subsequent lapping or polishing, cannot give s
faces better than 1mm ~40 m in.! rms. The roughness i
mostly parallel to the teeth, and the resulting scattering
mostly in the~horizontal! focusing direction.

That roughness may be important is clear from a sim
estimate. Each surface withd51 mm rms roughness adds
random phase shiftkdd50.05 radians onto a 10 keV bea
~the wave vectork5531010/m!. Randomly adding the scat

FIG. 2. X-ray intensity in original~dashed! and focused beam~solid! 8.5 m
behind Li lens.
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tering from 2N5160 surfaces gives a random phase var
tion of A2N30.0550.6 radians, which is appreciable.

As seen previously,14 scattering is obvious when a thi
x-ray beam shines straight through the lens. In those test
initially 29 mm wide and uniform beam scatters into a 0.1
0.15 mm wide swath at 7 m. A second half-length Li le
prototype transmits this same beam almost without wid
ing. The latter lens is made with a die consisting of 1 m
thick microscope slides at a 45° angle. Glass surfaces
optically smooth, i.e., a rms roughness of 25 nm or bet
Then, as observed, a lens made with a glass die should
ter little.

It is encouraging that small-angle scattering decrea
when the tooth surface is made smoother. Complete supp
sion of small-angle scatter by still smoother surfaces wo
show that scattering is not intrinsic to Li metal, as it is f
some kinds of beryllium7 and for graphite.15 Here scattering
seems to prevent the lens from achieving its limit, althou
figure errors may also contribute.

How does Li as material for an x-ray lens compare w
other lens materials~Be, plastics, or Al!? A good measure for
the Li refractive lens is the fraction of theoretical perfo
mance. For the intensity gain, this fraction is 0.66 at 10 k
for the Li refractive lens here. The scaling of gain with m
terial is well known theoretically:9 in one dimension the gain
scales asd/b, in two dimensions as (d/b)2. At 10 keV Li
d/b is more than twice that of beryllium and an order
magnitude more than plastics. Therefore, our 0.66-quality
lens should outperform the same type of lens made fr
ideal Be by at least 25%, and an ideal lens from plastics
least fivefold. At higher photon energies, Compton scatter
exceeds the Li photoelectric absorption. Then Li’sd/b con-
verges to that of other materials. For these harder phot
the other low atomic number materials are just as good as
and may be preferred for their manufacturing or handl
convenience.

Even though further work is needed to make fully sat
factory x-ray lenses from Li, the data from our prototyp
single-jaw lens already prove that Li is a viable materi
Lithium’s tabulated x-ray attenuation and refractive ind
decrement are consistent with recent optical measurem
on our Li lenses.16 The prototype lens shows scattering th
may be avoidable with better manufacturing, while intrins
scattering in the Li has not yet been identified as a proble

Deterioration of the Li is not a problem either. The L
lens has been in operation on the 7ID beamline for ove
month, without any visible change in parameters. Its thri
higher peak intensity has already proven to be useful in
ongoing experiment.

Future work will include verifying the predicted len
properties at lower photon energies, measuring the refrac
constant and small angle scattering properties of Li w
more precision, and combining two jaws into a single 1
lens.12 A further step is to make Li lenses two dimension
Parabolic lenses with almost optical quality surfaces m
from aluminum achieve a diffraction-limited focal spot size4

similar lenses from Li should realize the maximum possib9

gain achievable with x-ray refraction.

One of the authors~N.R.P.! is supported by a Phase
SBIR award from BMDO. Operation of the MHATT-CAT
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